
1. Introduction

A majority of high-strength constructional elements 
of titanium alloys are manufactured by hot plastic working 
methods, chiefly by open die forging or die forging. Most 
often, βα +  two-phase titanium alloys are used, which 
are characterized by high relative strength, good high-
temperature creep resistance (up to 450°C), high fatigue 
strength under corrosive conditions, corrosion resistance 
in many media and good weldability [1]. A determining 
influence on the mechanical and service properties of a 
product is exerted by temperature, the method, nature and 
magnitude of deformation  and the heat treatment of the 
blank [2]. 

The great non-uniformity of deformations in the forging 
process makes the production of internal-quality titanium 
forgings much more difficult compared to imparting the 
proper shape and geometry to the forgings [3]. In order to 

maintain a relatively small gradient of properties within 
the entire volume of the blank and, at the same time, their 
required level, cogging forging is used in anvils with a 
purpose-designed shape [4]. In the hot plastic working of 
titanium alloys, many factors are involved, which make 
the obtaining of products with the required microstructure 
and properties difficult and sometimes even impossible; 
these include: high affinity of titanium to oxygen, their low 
thermal conductivity and high heat capacity, which lead 
to the localization of heat during stock deformation and 
significant dependence of plastic flow resistance on the 
strain rate [5].

During deformation, micro-regions occur in the blanks, 
which differ in the value of temperature due to the physical 
properties and the features of the allotropic change   
and the deformation conditions. The determination of 
temperature distribution within the deformation zone during 
the titanium alloy forging process is important because of 
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the effect of temperature on the properties and structure of 
the material being deformed [6, 7]. Hence, by controlling 
the thermomechanical state of the deformation zone in the 
forging process it will be possible to substantially influence 
the mechanical and service properties of the products [8].

The cogging forging process consists of many partial, 
interrelated reductions done in a specific order. Assuming the 
cyclical nature and repeatability of the phenomena, the study 
of the stress and strain state can be reduced to the examination 
of one engineering pass (two consecutive reductions with the 
simultaneous rotation of the material by 90°), which will 
considerably simplify the forging process. 

A finite element method-based model has been 
developed within the present work, which enables the 
prediction of the distribution of deformation parameters 
(strain, stress, temperature) and microstructure evolution 
during the cogging process of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy in forging 
anvils of three types. Special emphasis is placed on the correct 
determination of the mechanical and thermal properties of 
the examined material under hot forging conditions. The 
positive results of numerical studies and their experimental 
verification allow the practical application of computer 
modeling to develop the rational shapes of forging tools and 
determine the optimal parameters of the cogging process. 
This operation will result in an improvement in the quality of 
blanks made of two-phase titanium alloys, with the capability 
to predict the microstructure parameters.

2. Thermo-mechanical model

A three-dimensional rigid-plastic finite element method 
was used in the simulation of metal flow and heat transfer 
during the process of forging of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy. For the 
analysis of the forging process, DEFORM 3D, a commercial 
software program developed  by Battel Columbus Lab. of the 
USA, was employed. The DEFORM 3D program, with coupled 
thermo-mechanical and microstructural evolution, relies on 
the finite element method [9]. The numerical computation 
enabled the assessment of the effective strain, effective stress 
and temperature distributions in the deformed material in three 
types of anvils. 

The basic equations that are to be satisfied are: the 
equilibrium equation, the incompressibility condition and 
the constitutive relationship. The solution of the original 
boundary-value problem is obtained by solving the dual 
variational problem, where the first-order variation of the 
functional vanishes:

 
(1)

where  is the effective stress,  is the effective strain rate, 
 is the volumetric strain rate, V and S are, respectively, 

the volume and the surface area of the material, Fi is the 
force on the boundary surface of SF, K the penalty constant, 

 is the arbitrary variation,  and are the variations 
in strain-rate derived from . Eq. (1) can be converted to 
non-linear algebraic equations by using the procedure of 
finite element discretization. The solution of the non-linear 

simultaneous equations is obtained by the Newton-Raphson 
method. The flow stress ( ) is a function of  strain ( ), train 
rate ( ) and temperature ( ) (Fig. 1, experimental results): 

(2)

Fig. 1. Variation of flow stress for the Ti-6Al-4V alloy as a function 
of true plastic strain and temperature, for different strain rate values, 
i.e.:  (a) -  and (b) -  

The flow curves of the model as per Eq. (2) are consistent 
with the experimental data in the temperature range of 1073-
1273 K, the true strain range of 0.105 - 0.693 and the strain 
rate range of 1.0 - 5.5 s-1. The flow stress of the Ti-6Al-4V 
alloy obtained from compression tests is input to the FEM 
simulation system. The computer program uses an interpolation 
mechanism that allows the values of stress and strain rates to 
be chosen from the database.

The distribution of workpiece and die temperatures can be 
obtained by solving the energy balance equation, expressed by 

(3)

where  is the thermal conductivity,  is temperature,  is the 
rate of heat generated due to plastic deformation,  is density, 

 is the specific heat and t is time. The first term and the 
third term represent the heat transfer rate and the internal heat 
generation rate, respectively.

Along the boundaries of the deforming material, either 
temperature,  is prescribed on the part with surface ST, or 
the heat flux  is prescribed on the remainder of surface . 
The energy balance equation, Eq. (3) is written in a weak 
form as follows:
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(4)

where  is the boundary heat flux,  is the 
fraction of deformation energy that converts into heat, and was 
assumed to be 0.9. 

The effect of friction at the workpiece–tooling interfaces 
was allowed for with the following equation: 

(5)

where  is the relative velocity,  - a small constant 
(  = 0.0001),  - the friction factor (0 ≤  ≤1) and  the local 
flow stress in shear.

3. Microstructural evolution  

3.1  Dynamic recrystallization (DRX)

In the hot cogging process, microstructure change 
takes place easily through the deformation of the material. 
The microstructure change occurring due to deformation is 
generally called dynamic recrystallization. The theoretical-
experimental relationships implemented in the DEFORM 3D 
program environment were used for deriving the equations 
of the microstructure evolution model. The evolution of the 
microstructure during the cogging process is dependent on 
the dynamic recrystallization and grain growth process that 
is determined by the time of holding the material at high 
temperature. This mechanism occurs during deformation when 
the strain exceeds a critical strain value [10]. Experimental 
data must be collected under various strain, strain rate and 
temperature conditions. The dynamic recrystallization is a 
function of strain, strain rate, temperature and initial grain size, 
which change in time. It is very difficult to model dynamic 
recrystallization concurrently during forming [11]. Instead, the 
dynamic recrystallization is computed in the step that follows 
immediately after the deformation stops. The critical strain  
is usually a fraction of the strain  at which the flow stress 
reaches its maximum:

(6)

where   denotes the strain corresponding to the flow stress 

maximum. The value of  is determined experimentally and 
is usually a function of strain rate, temperature,  and initial 
grain size:

(7)

The Avrami equation is  used to describe the relationship 
between DRX volume fraction and the effective strain:   

(8)

in which  denotes the strain for 50% recrystallization:

(9)

The recrystallized  grain size is expressed as a function of 
initial grain size, strain, strain rate and temperature:

(10)

where if    then    

3.2  Grain growth

Grain-growth modeling is performed for the material 
in a strain-free state, i.e., before hot working or after the 
recrystallization has been completed. For this purpose, the 
classical phenomenological grain growth relationship is 
employed. The kinetics is described by the following equation:

(11)

where  denotes the average grain size after the growth, 
 and  are material constants and  is the activation energy.

3.3  Average grain size

The mixture law was employed to calculate the 
recrystallized grain size for incomplete recrystallization:

(12)

where  is the average grain size for the previous step,  
– the recrystallization volume fraction and  – the average 
grain size for the current step.

The nomenclature of the above formulation is as follows: 
– temperature (K); – the volume fraction of dynamic 

recrystallization;  – effective strain;  – strain for 50% 
recrystallization;  – effective strain rate (s-1); – time for 
50% recrystallization (s); – critical strain (the strain above 
which dynamic recrystallization occurs);  – gas constant       
(8,314472 J/(K mol)); t – time (s);  – initial grain size ( ); 

– average grain size ( );  – peak strain (strain at the peak 
value of effective stress);  – material data (experimental 
coefficients); , ,  – material data (experimental 
coefficients);  – material data (activation energies);  – 
material data (an experimental coefficient); – material data 
(the experimental exponent).

4. Results and discussion

The flow stress values for the Ti-6Al-4V alloy were taken 
based on plastometric tests carried out for different values 
of strain and strain rates, and for a fixed range of hot plastic 
working temperature ( ). The tests included the 
compression of ø30x30mm axially symmetrical specimens 
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on a cam plastometer, type MAEKAWA – Japan, with the 
specimens having the following chemical composition: Ti 
- the matrix, Al - 6.10%, V- 4.20%, Fe - 0.15%, C - 0.01%, 
H - 0.016%, N - 0.06% and O - 0.12%. The specimens were 
deformed at temperatures of 1073K - 1273K and at strain rates 
of 0.5 – 5.5 s-1. The specimens were heated up to the deformation 
temperature in an automatically controlled electric furnace. 
The total deformation, as calculated from the specimen height 
change, was 0.105 - 0.693. The obtained results allowed the 
determination of the flow stress values, as dependent on the 
actual strain, strain rate and temperature, which were input to 
the program with the aim of evaluating the best rheological 
model for the material being deformed.

Example relationships of flow stress during upset 
forging of Ti-6Al-4V alloy specimens versus temperature for 
two selected strain rates, i.e. 1.0 s-1 and 2.0 s-1, and for three 
temperature values (1073K, 1173K and 1273K), are shown 
in Figure 1. The determined curves of  exhibit a 
characteristic flow stress maximum that occurs at a strain 
value slightly higher than  = 0.2. The determined flow curves 
allowed for the effects associated with strain localization and 
temperature increment due to the conversion of work into heat.

In numerical computations and in experimental tests, 
ø80mm-diameter and 200mm-long stock of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy 
was taken.  For the titanium alloy under examination and for 
the anvil material X37CrMoV51, the thermal characteristics, 
such as density, specific heat and thermal conductivity, 
were assumed based on experimental data and were input as 
functions of temperature. The initial anvil temperature was 
taken as 300°C, i.e. the anvil heating temperature in industrial 
conditions. Forging was carried out in two consecutive 
reductions with tilting the workpiece by an angle of 90°, 
while retaining a constant value of true reduction of = 0.35 
and a constant relative feed of = 0.75. The cogging process 
was conducted in flat anvils, radial-rhombic anvils with an 
impression angle of 135°/135°, and special tri-radial anvils, as 
shown in Figure 2.  

Some more important values of the determined 
coefficients occurring in formulas (6)-(12) are as follows:

a1= 0.005, a2= 0.83, n1= 0.40, m1= 0.017, c1= 0.35, 
Ԛ1= 41700, βd= 0.6903, a5= 0.0011, h5= 0.25, m5= 0.05, 
Ԛ5= 24430, a8= 1600, h8= 0.70, n8= 0.80, Ԛ8= −52235, 
m8 = −0.33, c8=0.80.

The relationship of density versus temperature for the Ti-
6Al-4V alloy is expressed below:

(13)

The relationship between thermal conductivity for the Ti-6Al-
4V alloy and temperature is expressed as follows:

(14)

The relationship between specific heat for the Ti-6Al-4V alloy 
and temperature is expressed as:

(14)

The tests carried out enabled the determination of the 
local values describing the strain state, the stress state, the 

temperature distribution, and microstructural evolution 
during cogging of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy on flat dies and in 
selected shaped dies with the aim of developing the optimal 
forging system. 

Fig. 2. Shape of  anvils: (a) – flat ( ), (b) - radial-rhombic 
with an impression angle of =135o/135o ( ), (c) - special 
tri-radial 

During cogging of a round cross-section material on 
flat anvils (Fig. 3a), the strain non-uniformity is relatively 
large. In the presented effective strain distribution after the 
second reduction ( = 0.70), several characteristic zones can 
be distinguished. The region adjacent to the anvil surface 
undergoes deformation considerably less compared to the true 
reduction ( = 0.45 - 0.55). The greatest strains occur in 
the central part of the blank ( = 1.04); similarly, the side 
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blank zones constitute a region of smaller strains ( = 0.45 
- 0.55). This part of the blank material is additionally subjected 
to the action of tensile stresses from the undeformed external 
zones and from the strongly deformed center (Fig. 3b).

Fig. 3. Distribution of effective strain (a) and mean stress (b) on the 
specimen cross-sectional surface during cogging process in flat anvils 
after the second reduction ( = 0.70)

Figure 4 represents the distribution of effective strain, 
mean stress, and temperature after the process of cogging 
of Ti-6Al-4V alloy specimens in radial-rhombic anvils with 
an impression angle of 135°/135° after the second reduction 
( = 0.70). The anvils used in the tests showed a favorable 
effect on the strain and stress distribution in the process of 
forging of the titanium alloy under investigation. The greatest 
strains penetrate into the axial zone of the blank, where the 
maximum values of  considerably exceed the preset strain 
value  ( =1.77), which favorably influences it getting 
forged out. The side blank zones and areas under the anvil 
corner radii exhibit a set of smaller effective strain values of 

 = 0.68 - 0.86 (Fig. 4a). 
The relatively large surface of contact between the 

deformed material and the tool is the cause of the advantageous 
state of stress in the central part of the blank. For the 135°/135° 
angle radial-rhomboid anvils, no tensile stresses were found to 

occur in the axial zone of the blank. The presented distribution 
of mean stress (Fig. 4b) indicates a possibility of tensile stresses 
occurring only in a very small area in the side zones of the blank.  

Fig. 4. Distribution of effective strain (a), mean stress (b) and 
temperature (c) on the specimen cross-sectional surface after cogging 
process in radial-rhombic anvils with an impression angle of  
135°/135°. True strain = 0.70

During forging, considerable thermal instability was found 
in the internal blank zones, being dependent on the local values 
of plastic deformation work and friction forces work (Fig. 4c). 
Furthermore, a stable temperature distribution was observed in 
the middle part of the blank. It was caused by the release of plastic 
deformation heat. The contact of the hot metal with the cool tool 
resulted in considerable temperature gradients on the contact 
surfaces ( oC). Measurements of the surface 
temperature of the blank after deformation using a thermovision 
camera showed an agreement between this temperature and the 
computed temperature (with differences of ±10°C).
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Fig. 5. Distribution of effective strain (a), mean stress (b) and 
temperature (c) on the specimen cross-sectional surface after cogging 
process in special tri-radial anvils. True strain = 0.70

Figure 5 represents the distribution of effective strain, 
mean stress, and temperature after the cogging of Ti-6Al-4V 
alloy specimens in special tri-radial anvils after the second 
reduction ( = 0.70). The shaped anvils used in the tests showed 
a favorable effect on the strain and stress distribution in the 
Ti-6Al-4V alloy forging process (Fig. 5a). The greatest 
effective strain values occurred in the blank areas situated 
under the convex anvil surfaces ( =1.20 - 1.44). The 
middle part of the blank represented the region of the smallest 
effective strain values ( = 0.97). A great advantage of 
forging in these anvils is a relatively high uniformity of 
effective strain distribution ( = 0.97 - 1.44). The large 
surface of contact between the deformed material and the 
tool was the cause of the favorable stress state in the central 
part of the blank deformed in the special tri-radial anvils 
(Fig. 5b). The contact of the hot metal and the cool tool 
resulted in considerable temperature gradients in the vicinity 
of the contacting surfaces ( °C, Fig. 5c).

The distribution of the dynamically recrystallized 
volume fraction and the distribution of mean grain size on 

the cross-sectional surface of Ti-6Al-4V alloy specimens 
after the cogging (after the second reduction) in flat anvils are 
shown in Figure 6. The microstructure examination showed 
that the process of deformation in flat anvils proceeds non-
uniformly across the specimen cross-section, which results 
in an inhomogeneity of the microstructure in the form of the 
presence of zones with a different degree of recrystallization 
and a varying mean grain size. Dynamic recrystallization starts 
in a large part of the region subjected to deformation, and the 
fraction of dynamically recrystallized volume has reached its 
maximum in the middle of the blank. In the second reduction, 
owing to a high temperature staying within the deformation 
zone combined with considerable magnitudes of deformation 
in this zone, the dynamic recrystallization process covered a 
larger part of the plastic zone volume, which resulted in an 
increase in the dynamically recrystallized volume fraction up 
to 70%. The distribution of mean grain size on the specimen 
cross-sectional surface is non-uniform. The smallest grain 
size, 24.0 µm, was obtained for the middle blank region. On 
the deformed metal-anvils contact surface, much larger mean 
grain sizes (44.0 µm) were obtained. 

Fig. 6. Distribution of the dynamically recrystallized volume fraction 
(a) and mean grain size (b) on the specimen cross-sectional surface 
after cogging process in flat anvils. True strain  = 0.70
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the dynamically recrystallized volume fraction 

(a) and mean grain size (b) on the specimen cross-sectional surface 
after cogging process  in radial-rhombic anvils with an impression 
angle of 135°/135°.  True strain  = 0.70

The distribution of the dynamically recrystallized volume 
fraction and the distribution of mean grain size on the cross-
sectional surface of Ti-6Al-4V alloy specimens after the 
cogging process (after the second reduction) in radial-rhombic 
anvils with an impression angle of 135°/135° are represented 
in Figure 7. The tool under consideration produced a 
microstructure that was largely recrystallized and homogenous 
in the most part of the specimen cross-section. The dynamic 
recrystallization commences in a large part of the region 
undergoing the greatest deformation, located in the axial zone 
of the blank, where the fraction of dynamically recrystallized 
volume has reached its maximum of 88.6% (for a reduction 
of  0.70). For the side blank zones and for the region located 
under the anvil corner radii, the dynamically recrystallized 
volume fraction assumed smaller values, ranging from 31.4% 
to 42.9%, with higher values concerning the side blank zones. 
The distribution of mean grain size on the specimen cross-
sectional surface is more uniform compared to that for the 
flat anvils. The intensive forge-out of the blank axial zone in 
135°/135° angle radial-rhombic anvils favors the formation 
of a fine-grained structure in this region, whose grain size 
amounted to 13.6 µm (for a reduction of 0.70). For the side 
blank zones and for the area located under the anvil corner 
radii, the mean grain size was larger, amounting to 30.7 µm.

The distribution of the dynamically recrystallized 
volume fraction and the distribution of mean grain size on the 

cross-sectional surface of Ti-6Al-4V alloy specimens after 
the cogging process (after the second reduction ) in special 
tri-radial anvils are represented in Figure 8. The tool under 
consideration caused a microstructure to be obtained, which 
was largely recrystallized and homogenous in the most part 
of the blank cross-section. The dynamic recrystallization 
started in a large part of the region subjected to the greatest 
deformation located under the convex anvil surfaces, where 
the fraction of dynamically recrystallized volume had reached 
its maximum of 65 - 82.5%, with higher values concerning the 
zone of the direct contact between the deformed material and 
the anvils.

Fig. 8. Distribution of the dynamically recrystallized volume fraction 
(a) and mean grain size (b) on the specimen cross-sectional surface 
after cogging process in special tri-radial anvils. True strain = 0.70

For the middle region of the blank, the fraction of 
dynamically recrystallized volume took on smaller values, 
amounting to 56%. The distribution of mean grain size on the 
specimen cross-sectional surface is more uniform compared 
to that for the flat anvils and the 135°/135° angle radial-
rhombic anvils. The smallest grain size, 16 - 20 µm, was 
obtained for the area located under the convex anvil surface. 
For the middle part of the blank, the mean grain size was 
larger, amounting to 27.5 µm. 

A comparative analysis found that the greatest grain 
refinement effect in the axial blank zone during forging 
the Ti-6Al-4V alloy was achieved in the 135°/135° 
angle radial-rhombic anvils (d =13.6 µm) and, at the 
same time, with the increase in reduction the effective 
strain increased and a significant grain size reduction 
followed. In the deformed metal-tool contact zones, the 
greatest grain size refinement effect was achieved in the 
special tri-radial anvils.  For the flat anvils, these were 
the zones of hampered deformation, where, due to small 
deformations, the grain sizes little changed (d = 44 µm). 
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Moreover, the highest non-uniformity of the mean grain 
size distribution, with an unfavorable stress state in the side 
blank zones, was obtained in the flat anvils. The comparative 
analysis confirmed the advisability of using special tri-
radial anvils for rough forging of two-phase titanium alloys. 
The convex shape of the anvil working surfaces enabled 
relatively high and uniform effective strain values to be 
achieved in the deformation zone volume under favorable 
stress state conditions. Introducing  special tri-radial anvils 
in the initial phase of cogging, combined with subsequent 
deformation in 135°/135° angle radial-rhombic anvils, will 
make it possible to achieve uniform plastic working within 
the bulk of the titanium blank and to obtain an homogeneous 
and fine-grained microstructure. 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the theoretical (a) and experimental (b) 
effective strain ( ) distribution on the cross-sectional surfaces of 
Ti-6Al-4V alloy specimens deformed in radial-rhombic anvils with 
an impression angle of 135°/135°. Relative feed  = 0.75,  true 
strain = 0.35.

The experimental confirmation of the results of the 
numerical examination of effective strain distribution in 
the 135°/135° radial-rhombic anvils is illustrated in Fig. 9. 
The strain state has been determined using the coordination 
grid method. Comparisons between the experimental and 
simulated results after the cogging process in special tri-
radial anvils are presented in Fig. 10 (the temperature of 
the longitudinal section – Fig. 10a, the average grain sizes 
in the centre of the specimens deformed at a different true 
strain – Fig. 10b.). The simulation results predict well the 
experimental measurements.

Fig. 10. Comparisons  between the experimental and simulated  results  
after cogging process in special tri-radial anvils: (a) temperature of 
the longitudinal section ( = 0,75; = 0,70), (b) average grain sizes in 
the centre of the specimens deformed at different true strain   

5. Conclusions

The investigation carried out has determined the local 
values describing the strain state and the stress state during 
cogging of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy in both flat and shape anvils. 
Through the selection of the appropriate shape and geometry 
of the anvil working surface and the rational engineering 
parameters it will be possible to significantly influence: the 
location of maximal effective strain values, the magnitude 
of strain distribution non-uniformity and the reduction of 
the tensile stress share of the deformation zone. Introducing 
a special tri-radial anvils in the initial phase of cogging, 
combined with subsequent deformation in 135°/135° angle 
radial-rhombic anvils, will make it possible to achieve effective 
strain fields close to the uniform field. The considerable non-
dilatational (redundant) strains that occur during the process of 
cogging in shape anvils substantially influence the shape and 
size of the grains, which can be changed in a broad range, thus 
influencing the properties of the forging. 

Introducing system forging results in significant changes 
to the metal flow kinematics. The use of different anvils in 
the process of cogging of two-phase titanium alloys creates 
possibilities for making use of a combination of their individual 
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advantages. The different location of extreme effective strain 
values and their mutual movement during the multi-stage 
cogging process favor uniform and adequate forging out of 
the metal and obtaining an optimal microstructure. The final 
forging operations can be carried out in flat anvils.
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